We predict concurrent selforganisation and cooling of multispecies ensembles of laser-illuminated polarisable particles within a high-Q cavity mode. Resonant collective scattering of laser light into the cavity creates optical potentials which above a threshold pump power transforms a homogeneous particle distribution to a crystalline order for all constituents. Adding extra particles of any mass and temperature always lowers the pump power required for selfordering and allows to concurrently trap atoms, for which high phase-space densities are readily available, in combination with many other kind of atoms, molecules or even polarisable nanoparticles. Collective scattering leads to energy exchange between the different species without direct collisional interactions. We analytically calculate the threshold condition, energy fluxes and the resulting equilibrium phase-space distributions and show that cavity-mediated energy transfer enhances cooling of heavy particles by adding light particles forming a cold reservoir. Extensive numerical many-body simulations support the results of our kinetic analytic model.
I. INTRODUCTION
Laser-induced light forces are routinely used to trap and manipulate a large class of polarisable particles from atoms, molecules up to larger objects as microspheres, nanoparticles or even protozoae [1] . Laser cooling, however, has so far been limited to a finite class of atomic species [2] , very few kinds of molecules [3] or individual vibration modes of nanomechanical objects [4] . Successful cooling requires specific setups with well-chosen laser frequencies and field configurations so that the number of laser-cooled species has only slowly grown in the past years [5] .
In principle selforganisation and cooling by coherent light scattering in cavities provides a general alternative to trap and cool any kind of polarisable particles, which can be injected into an optical resonator [6] [7] [8] . In practise, however, the required particle phase-space densities and laser intensities to reach a useful regime so far have been achieved only for atomic ensembles [9] [10] [11] , where the theoretical predictions were fully confirmed and showed very fast cooling to sub-Doppler temperatures [12] . However, as the required phase-space densities are hard to achieve for molecules [13] , we propose here to generalise the scheme by introducing ensembles of different species and temperatures simultaneously into a single optical resonator. We show that under quite general conditions all species are simultaneously trapped and cooled using only a single laser frequency without the need of direct interparticle interaction. As our central claim we predict that the simultaneous presence of any other species will always increase the total scattering rate for each particle and thus improve the total performance of cooling and trapping for each individual species. * Electronic address: Helmut.Ritsch@uibk.ac.at
As the most interesting case we study a mixture of a precooled and dense enough atomic ensemble with a hotter and much smaller ensemble of molecules or nanospheres. While it would be impossible to reach the selforganisation threshold for the latter alone, combined trapping and sympathetic cooling can be readily achieved without the need of collisions. In fact the different particles could be trapped at different locations within the cavity. Overall this provides for a general route to cool new particle species and also allows a simple general setup for simultaneous multispecies cooling and trapping without the need of a tailored laser for each species. As for a single species, multispecies cooling can be significantly improved using several cavity modes [7, 14] . Similarly, a combination of traditional laser cooling methods for atoms with sympathetic cavity cooling could be envisaged to enhance the performance of the combined system. The paper is organised as follows: After introducing the basic setup and model equations, we calculate the required threshold intensity and joint phase-space density to reach selforganisation and enter the superradiant scattering regime. Then we derive approximate expressions for the cooling dynamics and the energy flow between the different ensembles as well as the asymptotic equilibrium phase-space distributions. These results are finally checked by numerical simulations of the selforganisation and cooling dynamics using a particle model.
II. MODEL
Let us consider a mixed dilute gas of S species of N s (s = 1, . . . , S) polarisable particles each inside a high-Q optical resonator. They are illuminated by a standing wave of counterpropagating off-resonant laser beams that transversely cross the cavity and are close to resonance with a single mode as sketched in fig. 1 . Particles within the overlap region of pump laser and cavity mode reso- nantly scatter light from the one into the other. Pump laser and cavity light give rise to a dynamical optical potential for each species, modifying the particles' distributions. For simplicity we approximate the pump field in the interaction region by a plane standing wave and consider particle motion along the cavity axis only. In single species calculations this approximation proved sufficient to explain the essential physics of selforganisation and cooling [9, 15, 16] . An almost ideal implementation of this model could be realised by confining the multiple ensembles into one-dimensional tubes created by two crossed retro-reflected pump laser beams [17] . Extensions of the theory presented in this work to 3d-motion and spatially dependent mode functions are straight-forward and lead to only minor quantitative changes in the appropriate limits.
In terms of the effective laser pump amplitude η s , the light shift per photon U 0,s and the cavity field amplitude α, the combined optical potential for the particles along the cavity axis is given by [15] 
Combining the one-particle position and momentum variables z = (x, p) and introducing the one-particle Hamiltonian function
the semi-classical model equations [18] in Klimontovich's formulation [19] then read (s = 1, . . . , S)
Ns js=1 δ(z −z js ) with {z js } a set of initial phase points, ξ denotes white noise modelling the fields' quantum fluctuations with ξ(t)ξ * (t ′ ) = δ(t − t ′ ), ξ(t)ξ(t ′ ) = 0. κ > 0 designates the cavity decay rate and ∆ c = ω p − ω c is the mismatch between the pump frequency ω p and the cavity resonance frequency ω c . The equations (3) are equivalent to a set of stochastic differential equations (SDEs) for the particles' positions and momenta z js (t) and the mode amplitude α(t).
III. SELFORGANISATION THRESHOLD
Let us decompose the distributions according to
denoting the average over a statistical ensemble of similar initial conditions {z js }, α(0) and the realisations of the noise process ξ. The ensemble-averaged Klimontovich distributions, called one-particle distribution functions, fulfil
These equations are exact but not particularly useful as such because they do not form a closed set. However, for N s → ∞, statistical correlations become negligible during the initial stage of the time evolution and hence the one-particle distributions satisfy Vlasov's equation [20] ∂f s ∂t
where Φ s = Φ s (x, α , α * ). In the rest of this work we shall for convenience omit the ensemble-average brackets. These equations together with the average form of eq. (3b) for the ensemble-averaged mode amplitudė
(5b)
represent the essence of the Vlasov kinetic theory of polarisable particles in a resonator describing the initial evolution purely due to the mean field interaction [21] . Note that spatially homogeneous initial distributions f s (x, p, 0) = f 0,s (p) with zero cavity field α(0) = 0 are equilibrium states of (5). In any finite ensemble, however, density fluctuations cause light scattering and the particles experience friction and diffusion. This is mathematically described by the correlation term in (4), which induces a slow "collisional" evolution of the Vlasov and after selforganisation (solid) as determined from numerical simulations of the particle system [22] . The circles show the predictions of eq. (9). (b) shows the evolution of the individual order parameters θs = | fs sin(kx)dxdp| and the corresponding final values given by the adiabatic theory. Parameters: N1 = 10 4 , N2 = 500, m2 = 10m1, kBT1 = 10 4 κ, kBT2 = 2.5 × 10 5 κ, η1 = 2.4κ, η2 = 27.4κ and ωR,1 = 10 −2 κ. equilibria (5) towards a new equilibrium. As a central question we now determine the stability of uniform equilibria, i.e. whether small perturbations are damped or amplified in the course of time. Linearising equations (5) around a spatially homogeneous steady state and solving the resulting equations according to Landau [23] , one can find the conditions for a dynamical instability under quite general conditions. Obviously, for trapping to occur the effective detuning must be negative, i.e. δ :
mvs , where v s > 0 is a typical velocity of the sth species, L is the cavity length and we assume that these distributions decay monotonously with |p|. Then, such an equilibrium is unstable if and only if
where P denotes the Cauchy principal value and
In that case, initial density perturbations amplify and the cavity mode amplitude grows exponentially in time at a rate γ > 0 that solves
This growth finally ceases and particles and field reach a quasistationary selforganised state. As a central result of this work let us emphasise here, that the right hand side of eq. (6) only depends on cavity parameters and all terms in the sum on the left hand side are manifestly positive. Hence adding any extra species will always lower the power needed to start the selforganisation process, regardless of temperature and polarisability of the additional particles. For thermal momentum distributions the integrals in (6) are unity and the condition gets particularly simple. At higher temperatures, where (k min v s ) 2 ≫ κ 2 +δ 2 , the first term in the denominators of eq. (7) can be neglected and the field amplitude's growth rate is given by
A glance at this expression shows, that the instability also grows at a larger rate the more terms contribute to the sum. Hence, both the required power and time needed to achieve selforganisation is lowered by combining several species. Obviously, if one can reach the threshold with one species, the system certainly still selforganises if one adds a second species. Let us remark that there exists a dynamical instability for positive effective frequency mismatch δ as well, but it is connected to heating and does not lead to an ordered distribution. Numerical simulations indicate that the quasi-equilibrium state into which the system evolves in case of instability is close to a BGK solution [24] of (5a) and (5b). A BGK solution is a stationary solution of (5) where all one-particle distributions depend on position and momentum solely via the Hamiltonian functions f s (z, t) = F s (H s ) and α(t) = α 0 . The real-valued functions F s are essentially arbitrary and the steady-state mode amplitude α 0 needs to be selfconsistently determined from (5b). Let us note that in the weak coupling regime, i.e. | s N s U 0,s | ≪ |δ|, the single-particle actions (10) are nearly invariant during selforganisation for a wide range of parameters and in this case it is therefore possible to relate the functions F s to the unperturbed uniform and unstable states f 0,s (p) to obtain the selforganised state f so s (z) as
where J s = kI s for untrapped and J s = kI s /2 for trapped orbits [25] . For an illustration the reader may consult fig. 2 .
IV. KINETIC THEORY FOR THE COOLING AND ENERGY FLUX
Let us now turn to describe the system evolution beyond eqs. (5) in the weak-coupling limit where δ ≈ ∆ c . To this end we introduce the single-particle action belonging to the instantaneous average potential seen by the sth species,
in which Φ s (x, α) ≃ 2 η s Re (α) sin(kx) as a valid approximation in this limit. The corresponding angle variable θ s can be obtained from the generating function
∂Is . Starting from any initial condition, in the long time limit the oneparticle distribution functions to a good approximation become functions of the single-particle Hamiltonians H s and thus actions I s alone. Statistical fluctuations slowly modify these distributions in such a way, that the system evolves towards equilibrium in a sequence of BGK states, f s (x, p, t) ≃ f s (I s , t) [26] . Defining
as well as
as the average variation of the action along a "frozen" orbit, we obtain the following nonlinear Fokker-Planck equations for the one-particle distributions f s (I s , t) and the average mode amplitude α(t)
The collision operator, i.e. the r.h.s. of (13), consists of two contributions due to the fluctuation and decay of the mode amplitude
and a generalised Balescu-Lenard term [27, 28] 
where the prime means taking the function at I l = I ′ l and ω s is the nonlinear frequency defined by ω s = ∂H s /∂I s . For spatially uniform ensembles the actions reduce to I s → p/k and the expressions for the coefficients (15) given in [22] are recovered. In the above expressions, D(s) denotes the so-called dispersion relation given by
Apart from the integral terms in the dispersion relation D and the dependence of the nonlinear frequencies ω s and functions g n,s and U s on the common mean field amplitude α, the cavity-mediated interspecies interaction is described more explicitly by the Balescu-Lenard collision operator (16) . It has been derived before by several authors [29, 30] and accounts for the interspecies heat flow, which is mediated by the cavity field. As noted before by these authors C BL involves resonant actions I l , I s , i.e. orbits such that the condition nω l (I l ) = mω s (I s ) is fulfilled. This term is a possible source of sympathetic cooling is such a setup.
A. Joint equilibrium states
The set of possible equilibria of (13) and (14) can be divided into two classes: spatially homogeneous with vanishing average field and inhomogeneous with nonzero photon number. The first exist only for effective red detuning 2δ < −ω R,s and are stable only below the threshold determined by (6) . The corresponding phasespace distributions can be explicitly calculated to give q-Gaussians
where the q-exponential function is given by exp q (u) =
1−q and we have set
Their minimal "thermal" energy thus is given by k B T * = κ/2 and is reached if δ = −κ. Interestingly, we have a very small but finite minimum kinetic energy in very good resonators but of course if κ ∼ ω R,s quantum effects have to be taken into account. As q s → 1 the q-Gaussian becomes an ordinary Gaussian. For an example the reader is referred to fig. 3 . It follows that as long as the joint equilibrium {f s,eq (x, p), s = 1 . . . S} is Vlasov-stable according to (6) , the individual equilibrium distributions are independent of each other because all energy exchange currents cease. The cooling rates, however, are modified by energy exchange between different sorts of particles, described by the generalised BalescuLenard operator (16) and can considerably shorten the time for a given species to reach its steady state. Above threshold, stable and strongly trapped equilibria require −δ ≫ ω R,s and exist already if the uniform state is only weakly unstable. These are Maxwell-Boltzmann distributions
with kinetic temperatures
where the trap frequencies are given by ω 2 0,s = 4η s ω R,s | Re α|. Again α is determined from (14) using g 0,s ≃ k 2 Is 2msω0,s in this limit. Here the equilibria are indeed modified by the presence of additional species through the selfconsistent cavity field but the mutual interaction is not enough to equalise the kinetic temperatures and, as in the uniform case, all equilibrium inter-species heat fluxes vanish. Figure 4 shows an example of a jointly selforganised steady state. Let us note that for any given deeply trapped species the equilibrium uncertainty product ∆x∆p = k B T kin,s /ω 0,s is bounded from below by , and thus by twice the minimal value for a particle in a classical potential. The additional uncertainty may therefore be attributed to the quantum fluctuations of the mode amplitude. The energy per particle E s can be shown to be
which is again twice the usual value. The minimal uncertainty state, which coincides with the minimal energy state, is attained if 2ω 0,s ≫ κ for a detuning δ = −2ω 0,s . These findings remain correct in an entirely quantum-mechanical treatment because for deeply trapped particles and thus approximately harmonic potentials, the semiclassical equations are exactly equivalent to the quantum equations.
B. Sympathetic cooling
Let us finally examine the energy flow per particlė Q 2→1 from species one to species two for two spatially homogeneous ensembles a little closer. If we assume that species one is already cold, i.e. 2k B T kin,1 / κ ≪ κ/ω R,1 and far from instability, the inter-species heat flow is estimated to bė
where we wrote T s instead of T kin,s for simplicity. Not surprisingly it is maximal if δ = −κ. The proportionality of the energy flow to the number of cold particles N 1 immediately hints towards a sympathetic cooling scheme, in which a cold ensemble is coupled to a smaller number of hotter and heavier particles whose cooling rate is enhanced due to this exchange currentQ 2→1 . From eq. (16) one sees that if at least one of the systems is spatially nonuniform (ordered), the inter-species heat flows are effectively suppressed due to the loss of resonances and sympathetic cooling gets inefficient. Hence in order to get a useful inter-species energy transfer one needs to have a large number of cold particles without crossing the instability threshold. This behaviour is exhibited in fig. 5 , where we see that the kinetic energy of the heavy particles decays slower when selforganisation starts and a field is being built up. However, as the field and thus the potential grows the spatial confinement of the particles is continuously increased. This behaviour can be expected to improve using a larger number of non-degenerate modes and several pump frequencies. In this manner, each mode contributes to the energy transfer and dissipation without receiving enough scattered photons to actually trap particles.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have shown analytically and in simulations that the selforganisation threshold condition for an ensemble of several different species of particles inside a transversally pumped standing wave resonator is strictly reduced below the value for each of the species separately. Hence the joint selforganisation threshold power is the lower the more species present. If the threshold can be reached with one species, many species can be added and simultaneously trapped and cooled. In the long-time limit the achievable temperatures are only limited by the resonator linewidth and get close to the quantum ground state for deep traps. In the multi-species case the cooling time of a given (heavy) species can be reduced due to energy exchange with a second already colder (light) species. In general one only needs a single intense and narrow laser, frequency-stabilised relative to a cavity mode, to simultaneously trap and cool a large number of different particles within the same volume. The method thus can be applied to atomic gas mixtures, atom-molecule mixtures or even microbeads in a dilute atomic gas. Using more complex setups involving several laser frequencies and modes can be expected to significantly enhance the cooling and lead to more complex distributions of the particles. The method can be easily generalised to moving ensembles in arbitrary cavity geometries, e.g. ring resonators. Here the cavity field mediated interaction of the ensembles transfers a stopping force applied to one ensemble to any other particles. As the general effect has been successfully experimentally demonstrated for single-species setups [12, 31, 32] , we are confident that the multispecies generalisation proposed here are well within reach of current technology. This might include even atomic hydrogen, which could be stopped sympathetically with a Helium beam.
